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                We Build Great Players

                Come and Join Us
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                    Compete Against the Best

                    The Hawaii Elite Camps bring together the finest players in the 808.
                

                
                                                            
                                
                
                    LEARN IN GAME LIKE SITUATIONS

                    We use scrimmages to help players understand concepts and apply the skills they are learning.
                

                
                                                            
                                
                
                    SKILL DEVELOPMENT

                    Our Clinics offer comprehensive instruction on core offensive & defensive fundamentals.
                

                
                                                            
                                
                
                    CHALLENGING & FUN!

                    We use a variety of challenging games and drills that will improve a player's skill base.
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         Read Our Safety Guidelines for the 2021 Season
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            Ball Skills Clinic
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            Hawaii Elite Boys Camp
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            Hawaii Elite Girls Camp
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            Mililani Basketball Clinics
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            Shooting Clinic
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            Youth Skills Clinic
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            Advanced Skills Clinic
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            Personal Training
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            				I can't thank you enough for what you did for my son. He learned so much from you and although he has been to a few other camps, this was by far the best camp for him. As a mom, I love your guidance and earnest support of the kids. You find a way to encourage constructively and help them  I can't tell you how much I appreciate that! Audrey

    					
	
            				.... If I am able to keep my grandson with me through high school, I'm planning to send him to baseball, boy scouts, and your clinics as much as possible, but more for the way you coach these kids... if he develops a talent in basketball during the process, that would be an added bonus. I'm always looking for different ways to positively influence the kids in my care, and your clinic is a good investment. Gerald N.

    					
	
            				Just wanted to thank you for all the hard work and patience you and your wonderful staff have shown during your way cool basketball clinics.  Though I failed to attend most (you know how it is with kids and weekend activities), I was impressed with my son's continued improvement.  He was also encouraged and motivated to stick with basketball when you mentioned not making the school team until high school.  We look forward to future clinics as I am sure they will make him a better well rounded team player. Holly M.

    					
	
            				I also wanted to add that from all the sports my kids have attended so far, this was definitely the best instruction they've EVER received by any coach. You have it down! I like the no nonsense, no waste any time management. Your instructional strategy and delivery is awesome. Tina S.

    					
	
            				Quite simply, my daughter had a great experience at Performance Basketball! Malia S.

    					
	
            				I signed my son up for last summer's clinic, I felt he needed some basics before he started playing in his first league in the fall at Kailua. He was somewhat apprehensive, feeling that the kids would be a lot better than him. Not the case at all, there was a spectrum of learners. I was impressed not only with how knowledgeable the coaches are but how reassuring they are when working with the kids. Long story short, my son enjoyed the clinic and it readied him  for his first league experience. Thanks PBC! Rob E.

    					


    			

        
        
    

    
    
    
    
    
	
    
    
    

    	
    	
            
                Follow Us Online

                	Facebook
	Twitter
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